Responses
	POINTS RAISED IN REPRESENTATIONS - NATIONAL GRID (DISTRIBUTION) RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS MADE AND QUESTIONS REGARDING APPLICATION
	Mod	Title	Respondent	Letter Para	Summary of Comment	National Grid (Distribution) Response
	0144	Quantification of Value At Risk (VAR) to determine a  User's minimum Code Credit Limit Requirement	NGN	2	The secured Code Credit Limit would need to be a negotiated amount.	It is envisaged that no negotiation will be required. As long as the amount posted meets the minimum level as required by the UNC then the User is free to post any additional amount required.
			WWU	4	The Modification seeks to use the previous invoiced month's value as the basis for the VAR.	This is incorrect as the basis for VAR in this proposal is the current value of invoices issued but remaining unpaid.
			WWU	4	Users will have the ability to flex their limits monthly.	VAR has the potential to change daily. Accordingly changes may be required to the Code Credit Limit daily if insufficient 'head room' is afforded by the User in posting a security value.
			EON	4	The relevant invoicing due date is 20th of each month.	Whilst we acknowledge that the capacity invoice may well be the highest value Transportation invoice, we note that Transportation invoice due dates occur on four separate dates within the month. As far as we are aware the best practice guidelines did not link the VAR additional proxy to a individual invoice due date. In respect of electricity it is worthy of note that the Network Operator only has one invoice due date per month.
			Npower	7
(bullet 2)	Reference to Code Credit Rules not deleted.	Agree: these references should be to 'Code' and not the Code Credit Rules.
			Npower	8	It is not made clear how the amount of Code Credit Limit greater than the VAR is determined. This could be one pound or one million pounds.	The scale of the 'head room' a User wishes to have in place is purely for the User to determine. We believe it would be inappropriate for the UNC to dictate the level of additional credit that is required - each User has distinct trading activity whose requirements would not be best served by a 'one size fits all' term in the UNC.
			Npower	11	Transition of provisions from the Code Credit Rules to the UNC are not clearly defined.	Following decisions on the suite of Credit Modification Proposals, National Grid intends to carry out a review of the Code Credit Rules to determine the suitability of rules contained therein. In the interim, in terms of precedence, UNC provisions will always prevail over equivalent terms in the Code Credit Rules and therefore we do foresee this point as a major issue.
			Npower	12	Credit Cover arrangements should be governed by robust, consistent and transparent modifications procedures which this proposal has failed to address. We would like to suggest a review of the whole Credit Cover arrangements together with Ofgem's Conclusions Document.	National Grid (Distribution) has raised all of the current suite of proposals in accordance with the prevailing governance terms contained within the UNC. Prior to the formal consultation process we raised a topic and draft proposals within the Distribution Workstream and additionally provided suggested legal text to the same forum inviting comments from the members of the Workstream. We believe this approach has afforded full transparancy.  We do not support the suggestion of a review of the Conclusions document as, by definition, it is a "conclusion", which has been reached following extensive industry discussion and debate. We note that any UNC party is able raise a Modification Proposal if it believes that prevailing arrangements are not fit for purpose.
	0145	Management of Users Approaching and Exceeding Code Credit Limit	BGT
SSE	5
4	Clarification of breach of Code Credit Limit following previous failure to provide timely security whereby security valued at 80% of face value.	National Grid/Transporters would again apply sanctions in accordance with the timetable detailed within the proposal. Operationally, if a User is frequently breaching its Code Credit Limit and is failing to address this position in a timely manner, we would be seeking an explanation from the relevant party. In any event, we note that ultimately section V3.3.3 of the UNC TPD enables the Transporter to issue a Termination notice. Naturally all avenues for resolution would be explored before such action is considered.
			Npower	6	The control of the Code Credit Limit sits with the Transporter.	It is the User that arranges and provides the appropriate forms of security that in aggregate establish the credit limit. Whilst the Transporter and User are able to assess current and historic billed amounts it is the individual User that is in possession of information that will determine future trading levels. In this sense we believe that the User is in a better position to assess future credit security requirements to meets its prospective levels of VAR.
	0146	Acceptable Security Tools available to Users for Transportation Credit Arrangements	Npower	11	What is the Proposer's reasoning for requiring non-England and Wales registered companies to provide a legal opinion when providing a PCG.	As stated in the Distribution Workstream (and subsequently minuted) on 24 May 2007 "The Ofgem Best Practice Guidelines require that where instruments of security are utilised they must be legally enforceable. The requirement for the provision of a legal opinion is amongst other things to make an assessment of enforceability for instruments of security provided by companies based outside England and Wales. The legal text associated with Modification Proposal 0146 requires the provision of a legal opinion where the Transporter reasonably requires this. This is to seek to minimise the risk of bad debt and consequently any amounts levied to Users via the ‘pass through’ mechanism. The UNC is based on the laws of England and Wales and companies based outside of this jurisdiction may for example have different rules for enforcing judgments made in England. We must be seen not to discriminate against other countries that are outside of the jurisdiction of England and Wales, therefore that is why the drafting associated with Modification Proposal 0146 is as it is.".
						In summary, we do not require legal opinions for companies registered in England and Wales as we understand the principles of English Law and enforceability of contracts with such companies in English courts. In English law, a company will be bound by a contract entered into by a person with actual or implied authority even if that person's action exceeds a restriction in the company's articles (provided that the party is acting in good faith). Whether or not a person has the requisite authority is governed by common law and statutory provision in English law. Conversely, with a foreign company, i.e. one registered outside of England and Wales, whether the company is bound will depend upon the laws of the territory in which the company is incorporated.
			SSE	3 
(bullet 1)	Moody's and S&P ratings are muddled up. We believe they are referring to the full A banding.	Agree: the BB- rating (as detailed in the definition of Parent Company) is a S&P rating and not Moody's as suggested. As far as we are aware an A rating is common to both agencies as currently detailed in section V3.1.6 of the UNC TPD.
			SSE	4 
(bullet 2)	Definition of Parent Company should specify it is provided under the jurisdiction of English Law.	The proposed text enables the provision of a guarantee by a Parent Company but this must be enforceable. The definition of enforceable clarifies the requirements for guarantee provided by companies resident outside England and Wales. In addition, UNC General Terms Section B6.8.1 clarifies the governing law applicable to the UNC as a whole is English law. This renders it unnecessary to specify the applicable law relevant to individual provisions of the UNC where the intention is to subject such to English law.
			SGN	18	Double counting of PCGs still permitted.	We note that proposed section V3.1.6(b) clarifies that an entity providing different forms of guarantee must not exceed its ability to bear risk. We believe this affords Transporters sufficient ability to assess the acceptability of the levels of guarantee provided by an entity in determining whether the aggregate value being posted is within the level of risk able to be borne.
	0147	Administration of Unsecured Credit Afforded on the basis of Payment History and Independent Assessment	BGT	2	We understand that the reduction to 50% or 0% is permanent.	The suggested text V3.1.9 clarifies that following a missed payment (incurring the relevant penalty) the User may subsequently accrue unsecured payment according to the subsequent adherence to payment terms. Thus the 'penalty' is in no way permanent and credit levels accrued may eventually recover to previous levels.
			BGT	3	The mod places full financial responsibility for annual re-assessment on the Transporter.	The proposal does not seek to change the existing provisions of V3.1.11 (introduced following the implementation of Modification 0113) whereby the User is liable for 20% of the cost of annual re-assessments.
			SSE	3 
(bullet 1)	Moody's and S&P ratings are muddled up. We believe they are referring to the full A banding.	Para V3.1.10(b) contains the following: "...where such User has an Approved Credit Rating below Ba3 (awarded by Moody’s Investment Services or an equivalent rating by Standard and Poor’s Corporation)…". We believe that this is correct as stated. There is no reference to an A rating in the suggested text for this proposal.
			SSE	3 
(bullet 3)	How will a User get back to 100%?	The 50% reduction is an 'one off hit' event reducing the User's accrual to that point by half. Subsequently, a User will accrue the normal unsecured credit proportion per month (0.033%) where invoices are paid in a timely manner up to the specified ceiling (100%).
	0148	Aggregation of Credit Positions or Use of Group Ratings	BGT	2	In respect of PCGs it is not stated that in the event of conflict the lower of the two ratings will be utilised.	This proposal applies more in respect of the use of PCGs as opposed to defining the nature of the tool. Therefore, this comment is not strictly applicable to this proposal (it is more applicable to Mod Proposal 0146) and we note that the suggested text for Modification Proposal 0146 requires that all guarantees (including PCGs) are 'Enforceable' and the definition of 'Enforceable' notes that where rating of the two relevant rating agencies conflict, the lower will be utilised.
			Npower	4	Legal text is misguided in alienating letters of credit and bank guarantee contained in V3.4.6.	We note that (as recognised by the respondent) Modification Proposal 0146, if implemented, would amend V3.4.6 and eradicate this concern. We acknowledge there is a necessary degree of inter-dependency in respect of the suggested legal text associated with this suite of proposals and note that there will need to be a review of the appropriateness of the text in the event that one or more of the Proposals is not directed for implementation.
			SSE	3 
(bullet 1)	Moody's and S&P ratings are muddled up. We believe they are referring to the full A banding.	No reference to individual credit ratings is made in the suggested text.


